June 2, 2017

**Trendies are ablaze as President Trump pulls out of the Paris Climate Change Agreement**

How many of them know that George Soros *created* ‘climate change’ as a political tool in 2007?

It is the height of human arrogance to think that our carbon dioxide emissions into the 5 mile layer of AIR that surrounds our earth can possibly change the temperature of our 7,922.6 mile diameter gigantic ROCK under our feet.

The atomic mass of the earth's rock (approximately 2.5 specific gravity) is approximately 1,923 times greater than the atomic mass of air (which is approximately 0.0013 specific gravity).

This means if the total mass of the earth's air volume is represented by one (1) marble, the total mass of the earth's rock volume is 52.2 cubic feet of marbles!

**Throw one (1) red hot glowing air marble** (representing the trendy's global warming argument) into the **52.2 cubic feet of marbles** and IT WILL NOT CHANGE THE TEMPERATURE OF THE 52.2 CUBIC FEET OF MARBLES AT ALL. The thermodynamic energy in the trendy's **one (1) red hot air marble** will
dissipate into NOTHING and disappear in the 52.2 cubic foot box of marbles, even if it stays red hot permanently.

**Don’t get me wrong, I am 100% in favor of good stewardship of the earth.** In fact, some of our writers were pioneers in pollution control standards.

But this breathless climate change chant is not convincing. It is largely being chanted by ignoramuses who are not engineers, nor scientists. Oh, I know you are going to drag out the science shills, but many of them are not thermodynamics experts.

**HERE’S THE REAL INCONVENIENT TRUTH:**

If you read the George Soros’ DCLeaks, the climate change agenda was **CREATED inside** the Open Society Foundations by George Soros in 2007.

His climate change director Nancy Youman, a JOURNALIST, wrote that their first big funding was to Al Gore, a POLITICIAN.¹

That tells you all you need to know. These people have no scientific credibility. Never have. Never will, no matter how loudly they speak.


“Since George Soros became interested in global warming a few years ago, we have gotten up to speed on the issue and what is required to meet the climate challenge, learned about other funders' efforts, and intervened here and there. OSI has made or is in the process of making a couple of substantial investments in key climate initiatives: a) **George Soros pledged $10,000,000/year for three years, beginning in 2008, to the Alliance for Climate Protection, founded by Al Gore**”

**In conclusion,** the breathless climate change rhetoric is **fabricated for political purposes,** in my opinion. It is not based on logic, common sense nor

---

good science. I don’t care how many shill scientists are wheeled onto the stage. Shame on them.

For example, a NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) whistleblower just revealed that the climate warming data sets included indications of a “thumb on the scale pushing for, and often insisting on, decisions that maximize warming and minimize documentation.”

The earth heats and cools in cycles. We live on a dynamic ball of matter. This engineer refuses to take his cue about taking care of our beloved planet from George Soros—an admitted Nazi collaborator.

Soros arrogantly told Steve Kroft on 60 Minutes that he had no remorse about confiscating property from his fellow Jews. It is clear that Soros is an evil human being.

It is so sad to see trendies so eager to engage in political action for Soros in exchange for Soros’ Open Society Foundations funds.

**Sources for this EDITORIAL:**
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